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About This Game

** Stream Games Only works for TWITCH.tv Streamers **

Stream Games is a set of mini games that Twitch Streamers can play with their viewers' interaction

As a Streamer, you can connect Stream Games to the chat
of your channel and allow your viewers to participate in mini-games to

earn points.

You can enter the commands that the bot of your channel uses to add
points to the viewers, if it use any. That way, your viewers will get

points when winning the games.

Multiplayer and interaction only works through a channel chat from
Twitch (twitch.tv)
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Title: Stream Games
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Brogames, IceMakerZero
Publisher:
Brogames, IceMakerZero
Release Date: 6 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP or later

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 GHZ or Better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Compatible with DirectX 9

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 MB available space

English
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Isssa good boi!. PLEASE!!!
FIX THE SEA SERVER!!
ITS SO LAGGG. A nice route in my opinion and being a GWR fan as well as I like the Pannier Tank engine. I had to get this
the moment I spotted it. The Pannier Tank is a fun but a challenging locomotive to drive although its not too hard once you get
the hang of it. Don't worry if you get minus score in career mode as driving this steam locomotive is much more difficult than
driving the modern diesel locomotives and you will get better as you play this route more. Personally I would give this a try if
you want to have a go and for its age. Its still a good add-on for your train simulator.

Overall Rating: 7\/10.. Bought for the nostalgia.... was not disappointed. give us our money back. this is a legit good game. it
may not be the best, but it has a nice idea behind it and some of the horror is pretty creative. Recommended!

nominated for the write in award, being "Shovelware Masterpeice". The Visitor is a very short VR horror movie, not an
interactive game.

As a horror movie, The Visitor is very intense and demonstrates very well how the immersion of VR can amplify the usual
tropes of horror movies, like jump scares, sudden darkness and eerie noises.

As The Visitor does not require any interaction (and thus no use of the Vive controllers), it is very nice for showing VR to
friends without them having to complete the tutorial first. And it's also very good watching them get scared. :-). Very
entertaining and fun VR sports game with 7 different sports disciplines to play. Here is my first impressions, gameplay and
review in Mixed Reality view and VR:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=XHAzwT2-5uE

The video says it all, but I personally enjoyed a lot playing VR Sports, as all the mixed disciplines are well done, they have nice
graphics, sounds and immersion, and at the same time can be quite challenging as well! Like Wii Sports was a great title for
Nintendo Wii, this VR Sports title is a very nice VR sports experience for the HTC Vive.

I will extend this review after a few more gameplay hours!. No game has ever made me write a review this early. I just finished
the dungeon intro, and I'm already in love.
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Pros-

Great Graphics
Good controls
Soothing Soundtrack
Nice combat system
Interesting Story

Cons-
Cannot alt+f4 (have to escape, leave to main menu, then exit from there)

9.5/10
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Insanely fun and very enjoyable. Really brings new life to a classic genre. I'm hardly a quarter of the way in and I'm hooked.
Gameplay is fluid and fast paced and the music is amazing. 10/10.. Crimson Room: Decade is the return of the popular flash
escape room game: Crimson Room. Returning to the place after 10 years, there are still some secrets unsolved. While plenty of
love was given to the flash game, it seems like the same doesn't apply for the recent version.

Graphics:
I love the atmosphere of the game and the details of the items. There are a few problems I have with it, however. One thing is
because of the ways items are placed or scattered, it can affect movement. For example, the drawer on the floor and opening the
drawer. The delay of closing and opening and picking up moves the character, which I will get into detail on controls. The way
some items are hidden, like the bed lump at the beginning and the pencil at the end, makes it very hard to spot. Later on in the
game, it seems like some scenes and items were thrown together in haste...literally...

Controls:
ASWD to move, right click to look at the item you're holding, left click to inspect an item, shift to crouch. The controls are slow
and delayed. As mentioned in graphics, sometimes the items force you to move to the side or back. Sometimes, you can barely
maneuver in the room when stuff is on the floor, which feels like an obstacle course.

Story:
You play as a frenchman, who is investigating the Crimson Room once again while leaving his pregnant wife back at home. The
notes hint his relationships with the captain and crew with suspicions of brainwashing and such.

Gameplay:
I hate to say the gameplay is a bit infuriating. As stated before in graphics, some items are hard to find. One instance that I got
ticked off was figuring out how to wipe the numbers clean. Well, obviously I have to cut the curtain and put it in the water.
Nope. I had to make the safe numbers say that I have to clean it in order to first cut the curtain. Why do we need a prompt for
something so obvious? Some cases are the same with other items and actions, which makes the game hard to figure out. Another
thing is items spawn in the dark drawer only when the light is shine. It's common sense sometimes to reach out or squint in the
dark, but in this case...apparently not. I can understand a flash game...but a 3d game?

Music:
I love the music used throughout in the game, except for the ending them...which I felt it took a sudden turn on the type of song
and notes. Otherwise, great music you can get into.

Overall:
I remembered Crimson Room fondly. It was something to play and fool with in spare time and something enjoyable. I was
stoked when I found out about Crimson Room: Decade. However, I was disappointed after I played it. While the music was
good and it did try to stay close to the original, it just didn't catch up to the present day games. With stiff controls, graphics
interfering with movement, and some graphics cheaply made, Crimson Room: Decade should have added a few more years to
prepare itself to come back. If there is a good sale (if it's under 4$), I'd say it's worth getting. Otherwise, it's not worth the $10
price tag.

Pros:
-Great music (except for the ending).
-Atmosphere staying true to the original and to present-day games.

???:
-Graphics (some parts are good. some parts are cheap.)

Cons:
-Stiff and slow controls.
-Objects interfere with movement and can get you stuck for a bit sometimes.
-You have to keep inspecting the same thing for some things over and over in order to progress.. The game shows great
potententiol. Except that one tutorial is short and brief doesnt teach very well and i have a 500GB PC and it lags. Also you cant
hardly change class or weapon. Other than that good game worth the price!. Adds gingers to the game. Whatever floats your
boat, I guess.. Fantastic VR game. Impressive and beautiful visuals and overall solid gameplay, starts slowly, with your avatar
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chained to a flying rock but then builds up and soon you'll find yourself surrounded by mortal danger :D
Feels already quite polished for an Early Access title and has a striking visual style that works very well with current generation
VR screens. Ultimately highly recommended, thumbs up!. Fun little motor to run. Only complaint would be the bell doesn't
work (If these even have bells, i'm not sure). Quality is great and they fit in will with all the other NJT content.. Having played
the game right through to the end, and viewing the accomplishment stats here on Steam it seems myself and only one other
person has actually done so, I can safely write that it's not a difficult process, in fact, it's amazingly fun, with some scenes that
are truly astounding (think of the Star Trek Enterprise raising from being half buried in sand!).

There are "invisible walls" if you walk for 30 minutes over sand in a straight direction, for which I was thankful (or else I'd still
be walking) but contrary to what is stated in a game review YouTube video, there are no invisible walls due to lazy
programming. There is an instance where you bump into an invisible wall while trying to get in close to a HUGE spaceship, but
being able to explore all around the ship (which is quite a feat in itself) led me to believe that perhaps there was a force field in
place preventing me from getting in. Sure enough, further progression revealed that the reason I COULDN'T make it into the
immediate area of the craft was because the aliens had indeed encompassed their ship with an invisible force-field.

There is a moment of panic when confronted by HUGE aliens while I only had a laser, but a quick text prompt instructed me to
click on a ladder to some gun towers, which then transported me into these HUGE weapons that made quick work of the
oncoming aliens...sort of (you'll see). You can't be carrying anything while trying to climb the ladder. You must "holster" your
weapon prior to climbing, which only makes sense. Again, all this is told to you in a quick prompt that pops up just before the
battle. If you miss it, you're in BIG trouble!

ASRECorp is an AMAZING game which incorporates some unique aspects in order to progress the story, the like of which I
have not seen in any other PC game. Very cool indeed! I highly recommend this game! But REMEMBER, when you play it, put
into effect every prompt that comes your way.

Check out this glimpse...

https:\/\/youtu.be\/qvRc7fYynVk. I've played this game for years.
It's great in it's genre.
It's an oldie but it's hours and hours of fun :). One of the best f2p games I've played in a long time. Record time 1 hour to
comeplete all the puzzles with my cousin. Indie Game Battle started out very rough, but week by week, it's shaping up to be a
viable fighting game, and the cast just keeps expanding with more and more well-known indie favorites. While the menu
screens continue to tax my machine harder than the game itself for some reason, and I do feel like the roster relies a little heavy
on first-party characters, these are two extremely minor quibbles in an otherwise fine piece of work, and I feel that any
misgivings that I have will be put to bed by the end of the game's development.

TECH UPDATE #1 COMING THIS WEDNESDAY:
WARRIORS, our first Early Access update is coming soon!

This Wednesday we are releasing Early Access Tech Update #1 which will include some gameplay changes, new options and
more. All details will be published later this week, along with more announcements we can't wait to tell you about!
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. CONTENT UPDATE #1 IS LIVE!:
WARRIORS!

The end of January brings you the first Content Update!

With the new Early Access version of ELDERBORN we are introducing a number of new elements. You now have the
opportunity to fight General Janus who wants to put you down with his sword. Who is Janus? Our introduction video will
give you a glimpse of ELDERBORN's story, but this is only the beginning of what you will learn in the future.

We also feel that the game has been too easy, so we introduced some changes which should make it more difficult. We are
looking forward to hearing your opinion on how the game is evolving, as well as how do you find the Janus bossfight - we'd love
to know what you think about him, please share your strats with us! Maybe you have any exploits to beat him easily?
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Here is a more detailed list of changes:

Intro video (for lore introduction, might be improved late)

Bossfight against General Janus

New level with a new type of trap

New weapon: sharp and deadly Officer Sickles

Weapon rebalance

Player balance changes

New music tracks and updates to tracks which have been already available

Enemies have better AI and use new attacks and moves

Javelins no longer pass through enemies - instead they hit them

Improve enemy reaction to hits, including one enemy hitting another

Item and weapon placement has been modified

End-game shows more upcoming content (it has some shots from the City level and is really worth checking out!) -
please note that the loading screen there is quite extensive

Polish language is now available (Steam client interface needs to be set to Polish)

Target framerate limit setting

Improved optimization

Various bug fixes

We also need to mention that due to a new level and some changes in the placement of items and weapons we had to
make old save data unusable - when launching the game after the update you will have to start from fresh regardless of
your progress in the previous version.

What we decided to push to future updates:

Changes to collectibles (we are redesigning gold)

Power-up (same as gold)

What we are working on for future deliveries:

City level (let us know what do you think about the footage available after beating Janus!)

General improvements to player controls, movement and weapon

Blood decals
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Good luck, WARRIORS!. FEEDBACK AND HOTFIX NOTES:
We are extremely happy about how you like our latest update! Keep being awesome and hit us with all the feedback you have.
We. Are. ready.

Also, we've just released a hotfix with a few changes:
- improved mouse sensitivity (based on your feedback),
- fixed loading material upon changing the texture quality setting,
- fixed loading screen fade out.. PAX PAX BABY!:
Hi! Hyperstrange here. For the last couple of months we’ve been busy making ELDERBORN into the best barbaric heavy meal
fighting fantasy game ever. Now, we’re ready to unleash it upon the unexpecting visitors at PAX Seattle!

If you’re at PAX, make sure to drop by booth 6608 on level 6. You’ll get to experience all the skill-based melee mayhem first-
hand, and we’ll give you two PAX-exclusive ELDERBORN demo steam keys. One for you, and one for some other barbaric
soul, to play at home.

PAX is also the best moment to show off the new gameplay teaser. You can find it embedded on the Steam product page
(enjoy!). As you already might suspect, we’ve progressed a lot and we’re getting close to some MAJOR announcements.
Remember to follow this page to keep in touch and maybe our social media profiles as well at FACEBOOK
[www.facebook.com] TWITTER. This would mean a lot to us if you did!

So, see you guys at PAX, booth 6608 on level 6, or if you can’t be there - stick around for more updates SOOOOON.. PATCH
RELEASE AND LIVE STREAM:
Our first patch goes live tomorrow at 7AM PST! To celebrate this our Community Manager, Jakub, will be streaming the game
on Steam at 10AM PST.

Join and let your friends know so that they get a chance to win some game codes during a giveaway.
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